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Chapter 1 : Rohrabacher Cites Ex-Intel Report Denying Russian Hacking | Congressman Dana Rohrabach
Dec 13, Â· Annette Taddeo lost a Democratic primary for a House seat in Florida after documents uncovered by
Russian hackers were published by reporters and bloggers.

President trump in the first label on intra meeting with the queen today in Great Britain. Chris present coming
off a NATO summit yesterday. And his meeting with the prime minister Teresa may earlier today and then
press comes he had this morning also in Great Britain this is of course ahead. Of his meeting on Monday in
Helsinki. With the Russian president Vladimir food. Black tie dinner last night also in Great Britain. This one
of the highlights of the trip of course for the president. And the First Lady. Made headlines course in great
Britain and let his. Criticism of two recent day his praise of one of her opponents to just let the government the
foreign minister Boris Johnson. And this ship a long time coming protests across Great Britain. But the
president being that there. Expect to spend the weekend. And women golf resorts in Scotland turned very.
Might get a little golf and also planning prepare for of course for that meeting. Prison like the pop of these
trips. When that big parade. Military parade he had in Paris. The business side it has been a controversial trip.
Follow through on their pledges to increase defense spending. But they were able to get a joint communique.
Are trying to clean that up now as well. This part of the trip ceremony. As we see that now we have learned
now that. An indictment indictment of Russian nationals related to hack of the DNC back in game two that the
sixteen. Here taxes in the rumor Reza senate set to appear Pierre what do we now. Look towards the
indictment comes just as the president going to meet with. Vladimir Putin it charges that twelve Russian
nationals associated would much Russian military intelligence. Hacked in the NC and then provided to get that
information out to harms that campaign of Hillary Rodham Clinton. So the bottom line is that they are talking
new indictments today against Russian nationals in connection with the fact of the DNC George. And all of
those Russian nationals or members of the Russian intelligence service that comes on top of the thirteen
Russian nationals. And the three entities that were indicted for her during the election back in February or
bring in Chris Christie. As well former governor entered New Jersey. Bonds due Americans like mr. Two
questions regarding how much he would challenge. President Clinton Mitt at the idea that they were meddling
in the US election. Eight on this issue. Well then and own that Chris are you now have to a unanimous
findings of the American intelligence agencies and now 25 Russian nationals indicted. Mellish an actual
thought all along that there are clearly. No debate about whether the Russians try Q. I leadership that you
committee among our intelligence agency start. As brown probable cause to leave. And Jon Karl what we now
have. With the campaign it would that we live tax fraud and other violations. On the campaign the big open
question will he find that any members anyone connected to president trump cooperated. The British prime
minister. He referred once again to the Moeller investigation as a witch hunt Saturday new a new crashed into
its that was a rigged witch hunt. So he went on the attack today. Against Robert Mueller and now we see.
Mueller coming out what these indictments I think the timing is incredibly significant here George the fact
that the president. Is about to be sitting down with Vladimir Putin at a summit meeting. Muller can do these
indictments whenever he wants he has decided to do it essentially on the eve. Of that summit summit is on
Monday we are here on Friday. A subject of that summit and and just victorious comes at the time it will we.
With Robert Mueller for an in your views on some of these questions and it was. That the president is very
unlikely. To sit down for that interview. Over and over again including. Not to do that interview. But George
to your point that the list of indictments. Is piling up here it seems. He gets harder harder to dismiss the special
counsel investigation. As he witch hunt. Today a grand jury in the District of Columbia. Indictment charges
twelve Russian military officers by name. For conspiring to interfere. With the point presidential election.
Eleven other defendants are charged with conspiring to hack into computers. And release those documents
with the intent to interfere in the election. One of those defendants and a twelve Russian military officer. Are
charged with conspiring to infiltrate computers. Organizations involved in administering elections. Including
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state boards of election. Secretaries of state and companies that supplied software. Used to administer
elections. And according to allegations in the indictment. The defense work for two units. Of the main
intelligence directorate. Of the Russian general staff known as the G argue. Units engaged in active cyber
operations. To interfere in the There was one unit that engaged and active cyber operations by stealing
information. At a different unit that was responsible for disseminating the stolen information. First they use a
scheme known as spear fishing. Which involves sending misleading email messages. And tricking users into
disclosing. Their passwords and security information. Second the defendants hacked into computer networks.
And installed malicious software. That allow them to spy on users and capture. And Exel trade or remove data
from those computers. The defendants access to email accounts of volunteers and employees. Of a US
presidential campaign. Including the campaign chairman. Starting in March They also hacked into the
computer networks. At a congressional campaign committee and a national political committee. The
defendants Covert and monitored the computers. And planted hundreds of files containing malicious computer
code.

Chapter 2 : CIA report on Russian election hacking leaves GOP leaders facing an impossible choice - Phill
House Intelligence Committee Ranking Member Adam Schiff (D-CA) spoke with reporters about the intelligence report
on Russia's hacking to influence U.S. www.nxgvision.com called for a bipartisan.

Chapter 3 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
The FBI and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) on Thursday released a joint report detailing how federal
investigators linked the Russian government to hacks of Democratic Party organizations.

Chapter 4 : Leaker of secret report on Russian hacking gets 5 years - POLITICO
Unless Congress acts, Russia will almost certainly meddle in the elections. intelligence community's unanimous report
on Russia's hack. Though he says he asked Russian President.

Chapter 5 : Democratic Sen. McCaskill confirms Russian hacking attempt
The page report commissioned by Sen. Ben Cardin of Maryland, the top Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, is the first from Congress to detail alleged Russian efforts to.

Chapter 6 : Congress moves ahead with Russian election-hacking probes
Aug 23, Â· The year-old former National Security Agency contractor pleaded guilty in June to copying a classified U.S.
report and mailing it to an unidentified news organization.

Chapter 7 : Trump vs. Congress on Russian hacking - POLITICO
Dec 02, Â· Democratic senators are pressing the Obama administration to more forthrightly state, based in part on new
intelligence information, that Russia's meddling in the US election was intended to help.

Chapter 8 : Congressional Democrats Call Probe Russian Hacking Report, Jan 10
Indicted twelve Russian nationals members of Russian intelligence service for conspiring to her fear in our elections by
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hacking. The computers in the DNC Hillary Clinton's campaign you saw rod.

Chapter 9 : SPECIAL REPORT: 12 Russians indicted for hacking Democrats Video - ABC News
Jul 13, Â· The count, page indictment describes in granular detail a carefully planned and executed attack on the
information security of Democrats, as Russian government hackers implanted hundreds of.
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